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SINGULAR PULSE WAVE BIFURCATIONS FROM FRONT AND BACK 

WAVES IN BISTABLE REACTION-DIFFUSION SYSTEMS 

Hideo Ikeda 

ABSTRACT. Singular perturbation methods are applied to show a bifurcation of 
traveling pulse waves from front and back waves with the same velocity. In our 
proof, the behavior of the stable and unstable manifolds with respect to the 
equilibrium points as they cross are given, and these play an essential part in 
proving the existence and stability properties of traveling pulse waves. 

1. Introduction 

In the framework of nonequilibrium systems, reaction-diffusion systems have been 
proposed to model spatial and temporal pattern dynamics in the fields of chemical 
reactions, neurophysiology, morphogenesis, combustion, solidification, etc. It is rec- 
ognized that under the interaction of two simple mechanisms, reaction and diffusion, 
very complex and very beautiful spatial and temporal patterns appear. 

This paper studies traveling pulse solutions for a system of reaction-diffusion equa- 
tions of the form 

eut = €2uxx + f(u, v) 
(*,*)€ R+xR. (1.1) vt = Dvxx + g(u, v) 

This system contains two physical parameters e and D. We assume that e is a suffi- 
ciently small positive parameter and D is a positive parameter. The reaction terms / 
and g are taken to be typical of excitable media (see Figure 1). Figure 1(a) shows the 
mono-stable case, and Figure 1(b) does the bi-stable case, depending on the number 
of stable constant stationary solutions of (1.1). For this system, an important prob- 
lem is to study the existence and the stability properties of traveling wave solutions, 
which gives us an understanding of high-dimensional wave propagation such as spiral 
patterns and labyrinthine patterns. 

First, let us consider the mono-stable case. When D = 0, this system is called the 
FitzHugh-Nagumo equations, and the existence of stable traveling pulse solutions is 
well-known. But when D ^ 0, it is difficult to show the existence and the stability 
property of traveling pulse solutions rigorously. When D = 0(e) (= eDi), this system 
is known as the Belousov-Zhabotinskii reaction equations. It has been believed that 
there exist stable traveling pulse solutions for this system. In fact, Dockery and 
Keener [1] showed that traveling pulse solutions and standing pulse solutions coexist 
for the system with piecewise linear / and g. Furthermore, they showed that the 
branch of traveling pulse solutions bifurcates from the one for standing pulse solutions, 
and no traveling pulse solutions exist for large Di; they used a formal perturbation 
analysis and numerical methods. On the other hand, when D = 0(1), this system is 
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FIGURE 1. Typical functional forms of excitable media:  (a) mono- 
stable, (b) bi-stable. 

known as lateral inhibition, which implies the existence of standing pulse solutions. 
These results suggest that no traveling pulse solutions exist when D = 0(1). 

In this paper, we treat the bi-stable case. It is to be expected that the results 
similar to the above hold with respect to each stable equilibrium point. Here we shall 
show stronger results than the mono-stable case. That is, when D = 0(1), there exist 
traveling pulse solutions under the special nonlinearities / and g. Replacing x by 
x/y/D, we can rewrite (1.1) as the following e — r system: 

M      M        (*,*)€ R+xR (1.2) 

where e/y/D and y/D are regarded as e and r, respectively. Introducing the traveling 
coordinate z = x 4- c£, we rewrite (1.2) with a parameter c: 

■ecTuz + f(u,v) = 0 

z - cvz + g(u, v) = 0 

' &  l^xx erut 

vt = vXx + g(u, v) 

e2uzz zeR. (1.3) 

We can deal with the three kinds of traveling wave solutions (w, v)(z) of (1.2) with 
velocity c: (a) traveling front wave, (b) traveling back wave, and (c) traveling pulse 
wave. The first one means a solution (u)v)(z) of (1.3) satisfying (tx,v)(—oo) = P 
and ('u,i')(oo) = Q, while the second one satisfies the opposite boundary conditions 
(w,i;)(—oo) = Q and (u,v)(oo) = P. The third one satisfies the boundary conditions 
(u,v)(±oo) = P or Q. Note that a traveling front wave with velocity c becomes a 
traveling back with velocity -c using a suitable transformation. We know already 
that there exist traveling front and back waves of (1.2) with the bi-stable nonlinearity 
(see [5]). If we take / and g to be 

f(u,v) = u(l - u)(u - a) - v (0 < a < 1/2), 

gfavn) = u-jv (1.4) 

(see Figure 2), we can get the global branches of front and back waves, c versus 7 (see 
Figure 6). Here 7 is a positive parameter satisfying 7 > 70, and 70, 71, and 72 are the 
critical values as shown in Figure 3. 

At 7 = 71, front and back waves with the same velocities c coexist because of 
the odd symmetry of / and g. This situation suggests that traveling pulse-like waves 
satisfying (u, ^(±00) = P or Q exist whose length of excited regions are infinite. This 
also suggests the possibility of the existence of traveling pulse waves, whose length of 
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FIGURE 2. Functional forms of / = 0 and g = 0 in (1.3). 
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FIGURE 3. Critical values of 7. 

excited regions are very long but finite, in a neighborhood of 71 (see Figure 7). This 
conjecture was proved affirmatively in [6] by using homoclinic bifurcation theory. The 
system (1.3) can be rewritten as an equivalent four-dimensional dynamical system 

(i-V = F(V;e;r,c)    z e R, 
dz 

V(±oo) = P (orQ) (1.5) 

for V = (u,euz,v,vz). Then a traveling pulse wave of (1.2) corresponds to a homo- 
clinic orbit of (1.5) based on P = (0,0,0,0) (or Q = (u+(7),0,v+(7),0)). Kokubu 
et al. [6] showed the bifurcation of front and back waves by using distance-like func- 
tions, which are called separations, of the stable and unstable manifolds with respect 
to P and Q. Next, by the aid of these separations, they showed the bifurcation of pulse 
waves at 7 = 71. But the crossing behavior of the stable and unstable manifolds with 
respect to P or Q were not obtained there, and that plays an essential role for locally 
unique existence and the stability property. Here, we want to obtain this information 
by using an analytic singular perturbation method which is different from [6] (see §4). 
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In this paper, we only consider the singular limit problem which has important 
information about the existence and the stability property of an exact solution. The 
existence and the stability properties of these solutions will be given in [4]. 

In §2, we give a short summary of the existence results for traveling front and back 
waves and will see that traveling front and back waves with the same velocity coexist 
at 7 = 7i. In §3, we consider the singular limit problem for traveling pulse waves 
and show that singular limit pulse waves bifurcate from singular limit front and back 
waves at 7 — 7!. In §4, the crossing behavior (see (4.25), (4.26)) of the stable and 
unstable manifolds of the equilibrium points for the singular limit problem are given 
and are good approximations of those for the full system (1.5). We give the most 
important information for proving the existence of an exact solution and its stability 
property. Finally, in §5, we make a few comments on our results. 

For simplicity, we assume that the nonlinearities / and g are as in (1.4). But 
our assumptions will be weakened to more general nonlinearities such that singular 
limit traveling front and back waves with the same velocity coexist at some value of 
a physical parameter (see §3). In Figure 2, u = h-(v) and u = h+(v) denote the 
left and the right branches of / = 0, respectively. Two stable constant states are 
p = (0,0) and Q = (U^(J),V+(J)). Hereafter, we write (0,0) as (^_(7),t;_(7)) for a 

short notation. Define $(v) = fh*^ f(u,v)du for v £ (vmin,Vmax)' Then, it is easily 
seen that $(v) has a unique isolated zero at v* G (vmimVmax)- 

We use the following function spaces. Let I = R_, R+, or R, e and p be positive 
numbers, and n be an integer. Let 

X»e(I) - L € C"(I)   |MU?,(i) = i>p eplxl |(^)V)| < 00}. 
^ fc=0 xeI ' 

2. Front and back waves 

In this section, we give a short summary of the existence results for traveling front and 
back waves of our previous paper [5]. As stated above, the existence of a front wave 
with velocity c implies the existence of a back wave with velocity — c. So we consider 
only a front wave for a while. Introducing the traveling coordinate z = x + ci, we find 
that a traveling front wave with velocity c satisfies the following equations: 

e2uzz - ecTuz + f{u, v) = 0  1 
>        z € R (2.1) 

vZz - cvz + g(u, V] 7) = 0  J 

with boundary conditions 

(u,v)(-oo) = P = (u_(7),i;-(7)),     {u,v)(oo) = Q = (u+fr), v+fr))- (2.2) 

We suppose e (> 0) is sufficiently small. Since any solution of (2.1), (2.2) is translation- 
invariant, we can normalize u by 

u(0) = a, (2.3) 

where a is an arbitrarily fixed number in the interval (ifc_(7), ^+(7)). We expect that 
a sharp transition layer appears in a neighborhood of z = 0. Moreover, we put 

t;(0)=/3€(i;_(7),t;+(7)), t2'4) 

and P will be determined later. 
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First, we shall separate the whole interval R into two subintervals, say R_ and 
R+, and consider the following boundary-value problems on each subinterval: 

S2(u±)zz-£CT(u±)z + f(u±,V±)=0 

(O** - civ*)* + <?(«*, «*; 7) = 0 
z GR±, 

u±(±oo) — u±('y),    u±(0) = a, 

v±(±oo) = v±(i),    1^(0) = 13. (2.5) 

z e R±, 

(2.6) 

In §2.1, we construct outer solutions which approximate (2.5) outside of a boundary 
layer region. In §2.2, we construct inner solutions which approximate (2.5) in a bound- 
ary layer region. Second, in §2.3, using these approximate solutions we construct a 
uniformly approximate traveling wave solution of (2.1), (2.2), and (2.3), which gives us 
the information used to construct an exact solution. Finally, in §2.4, we define singular 
limit problems and look at the global pictures of these singular limit solutions. 

2.1. Outer solutions. By putting e = 0 formally in (2.5), we get the following 
approximate problems: 

/(W
±,t;±) = 0 

(w±)« - c^±)z + gtu*, v*; 7) - 0 

v±(±oo) = v±(i),    v±(O)=0. 

We replace /(u*,?;*) = 0 by u* = h±{v±). Thus, (2.6) can be reduced to 

(v±)zz-c(y±)z + g(h±(v±),v±n) = o     z e R±, 
'^(±00) = w±(7),    V±(0)=f3. (2.7) 

Lemma 2.1. For any fixed c € R, /3 G (v_(7),i;+(7)), and 7 £ (70,00), there exist 
unique strictly monotone increasing solutions V^zjc,/^) (z € R±) of (2.7) satisfy- 
ing 

jV^^c,/?;^-^±(7)1 e X2(c)il(R±), 

where /x(c) = min{/Lt_(c),^+(c)} anrf /i±(c) are positive roots of 

A4 - c^± +S«(tt±(7),«±(7); 7)^(^(7)) + 5«(«±(7),v±(7);7) = 0. 

Moreover V*(z\c}l3;j) are continuous with respect to (c,/3) € R x (v_(7),ii+(7)) m 
ifte X2(c))1(R±)-topo%y and satisfy 

d_ 
^7 
5 

and 

dc 

d 

£y0-(0;c,/3;7)-£^o+(0;c,/3;7) 

>0, 

>0, 

(2.8) 

(2.9) 

ep&o-^M-iw**™ >0. (2.10) 

Prom this lemma, we directly obtain the following result which will be useful in 
§2.3. 
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Lemma 2.2. For any c £ R and 7 € (70,00), there exists a unique /3 = /3o(c;j) e 
C1(R) satisfying 

^yo-(0;c,/3o(c;7);7)-^o+(0;c,/3o(c;7);7) = 0. 

The function fio (c; 7) is strictly monotonically decreasing with respect to c and 7 and 
converges to v±(/y) as c —► =Foo, respectively. Moreover 

7 5 7i       */ a^cf ow/y i/      /?o(c; 7) ^ ^*- 

Remark 2.1. /3Q(C;7) is explicitly represented as 

/"ooc"C*((^r).(*;c,i8;7))2^ + /o00e-c'((^-),(z;c,i9;7))2dz 
/3o(c;7) = -- g(h+(p)tfri)-g{h-.(p),fri) 

/3=/3o(c;7) 

where ' means the derivative with respect to c.   Furthermore, dPo(c]j)/dj also is 
represented as 

-/?o(c;7) = 
P=Po(c]~f) 

Using the functions V^^jc,/?^), we define U^(z;c,P;j) by 

t70
±(^c,i9;7) = ^±(^o±(^c,i8;7))        *€R±. 

We thus find that (C^oSV^Xz; 0,^57) approximately satisfy (2.5) outside of a neigh- 
borhood of z = 0; however, UQ(Z',C,(3\I) do not satisfy the boundary conditions 
C/0

±(0;c,/3;7) = a. 

2.2. Inner solutions. As stated above, (C/5b,^)
±)(2;;c,/3;7) does not satisfy (2.5) 

approximately in a neighborhood of z = 0. That is, solutions u^ of (2.5) have steep 
gradients. Therefore, we must remedy that defect by supplementing (UQ,V^) with 
inner solutions Wjf in a neighborhood of z = 0, so that (U^ + W^, V^) will satisfy 
(2.5) approximately for all z € R±. 

For this purpose, we introduce the stretched variable £ = z/e in a neighborhood 
of z = 0. Substituting (U^ + Wo:,l/ofc) into (2-5) and putting e = 0, we obtain the 
following approximate problems: 

(W?)« - crfW^ + /(M/3) + Wtf, /3) = 0       £ e R±, 

W?(0) = a- h±((3), 

W?(±oo) = 0, (2.11) 

where ft is a fixed constant satisfying (3 € (i;_(7))i;+(7)). We first state the following 
lemma. 

Lemma 2.3 (2). For any fixed /? € [w_(7),w+(7)], consider the following problem: 

WK-cWt + f(W,0) = O       ?€R, 

W(±oo) = h±{0),    W(0) = a. (2.12) 

Then there exists c = co((3) € C1([z;_(7),«+(7)]) such that (2.12) Aas a unique strictly 
monotone increasing solution W(£; (3) satisfying 
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where 

tf±G0) = [ =F coOS) + (M/?))2 - 4fu(h±((3),0))1/2]/2. 

Furthermore, 

co(/3)|0       if and only if      ${P) = 0. 

Lemma 2.4. For any fixed 0 e [v_(7),i;+(7)], Zei c/(^;r) = CO(P)/T. Then there 
exists 8o > 0 s^c/i t/iat /or any /ized (c,/3) € A^ = { (c,/3) | \c — c/(/3;r)| + |/3 — /3| < 

SQ }, (2.11) Zias unique strictly monotone increasing solutions W^(£;c, far) satisfying 

where CT±(T) - inf(g)jg)eA   o-±(c,j0;r) and 

a±(c, /3; r) = [Tcr + ((cr)2 - 4/u(ft±(/3), Z?))1/2]^. 

Furthermore, W^1 (^;c,/3;r) are continuous with respect to (c,/3) € A$0. m tte 
X^ / x 1(R±) -topology and satisfy 

±Wo (0; cjCft r), /3; r) - ^o+(0; c/(i8; r), /?; r) = 0, (2.13) 

5cl^0~(0;C/^;r)^;r)~^0+(0;C7(^;r),/3;T) 

d_ 
dp l^0"(0;C/(AT)^;r)^^Wo+(0;C/(Ar)'Ar) 

> 0, (2.14) 

> 0. (2.15) 

Remark 2.2. It follows from (2.13), (2.14), and (2.15) that ^c/(/3;r) is strictly 
negative for (3 € [v-('y),v+{'y)]. Then there exists an inverse function of c = CJ(/3;T), 

say (3 = /?/(C;T), which is strictly decreasing for c € [CJ(U+(7);T),CJ('I;_(7);T)]. 

2.3. Uniformly approximate solutions. In the preceding subsections, we 
constructed the lowest-order approximations (UQ

1
 (z; c, f3; f) + W^z/eiCj/^r), 

^(z; c, (3] 7)) of the problems (2.5). It is clear that these approximations are matched 
at z — 0 in the C0-sense. In order for these to be approximations of (2.1), (2.2), and 
(2.3) uniformly on R, their derivatives have to be matched at z = 0 in the C0-sense. 
That is, we impose the following conditions on (WQ

2
, VQ

1
): 

*O(C,)0;T) = ^W0-(0;C,)9;T) - ^W0
+(0;c,/3;r) = 0, 

*o(c,/3;7) = ^yo"(0;c,/3;7) - ^V0
+(0;0,^57) = 0. (2.16) 

Prom Lemmas 2.2 and 2.4, it follows that the above relations are equivalent to the 
conditions 

C = CO(/?)/T (2.17) 

and 

P = Po(c;7), (2.18) 

respectively. We note that by Remark 2.2, (2.17) is identical to 

0 = PI(C;T). (2.19) 
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Lemma 2.5. When 70 < 7 < 72, there exists TC(J) such that the curves (2.18) and 
(2.19) (or (2.17)) have three intersection points for 0 < r < TC(J)J two for r = TC(7), 

and one for r > TC(J). When 7 > 72, the curves (2.18) and (2.19) have only one 
intersection point for each r. Furthermore, these curves intersect transversally at each 
point except when there is only one point in the case of 70 < 7 < 72 and r = rc(7) 
(see Figure 4). 

-3=^ 

(a) 

P = P0(c;Y) 

(b) 

P = P/(c;x) 

(c) (d) 

FIGURE 4. Intersection of the curves /3 = /?o(c;7) and 0 = /3/(c;r) 
for different values of 7: (a) 70 < 7 < 71, (b) 7 = 71, (c) 71 < 7 < 72, 
(d) 7 > 72- 

Let (C/(T, 7),/3/(r, 7)) be an arbitrary intersection point of the curves (2.18) and 
(2.19). Define 

uf(z.£.T ~\ - iUo(z>cf(Tn),Pf(r,7y,l) + WQ(zle;Cf{j,i)pf{Tti)\T)    z e R_, 
0^ '  '  ,1,     W(z;cf(T,i),l3f(Tn)n) + W?(z/e;cf(T,'r)l3f(T,'r)iT)    ZGK+, 

and 

^(^;e;r,7) 
V0 (^;6/(^7),/?/^,7);7)    2;GR_, 

^(z;Cffa-y^Pffa-y);7)    * € R+. 
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Then, we find that (WQ, VoX^eiTjT) is the lowest-order uniform approximation on R 
to the problem (2.1), (2.2), and (2.3). Prom Lemma 2.5, we see that the number of 
uniformly approximate traveling wave solutions depends on r and 7. 

Lemma 2.6. When 70 < 7 < 72, (2.1), (2.2), and (2.3) has three uniformly approx- 

imate traveling front waves (UQ,VQ)(Z;£]T^) with velocity c = c/(r,7) for 0 < r < 
TC(7), two for r = TC(7) and one for r > TC(7). On the other hand, when 7 > 72, it 
has only one for any r (see Figure 5). 

(a) (c) 

(b) (d) 

FIGURE 5. Singular limit velocity curves c versus r for different values 

of 7: (a) 70 < 7 < 7iJ (b) 7 = 7iJ (c) 7i < 7 < 72, (d) 7 > 72- 

If (c/(r, 7), /3/(r, 7)) is an arbitrary intersection point of the curves (2.18) and (2.19) 
at which these intersect transversally, that is, 

^0 (2.20) 
c=c/(r,7) 

is satisfied, then by using the implicit function theorem, we can find an exact solution 
of (2.1), (2.2), and (2.3) in a neighborhood of (UQ,VQ)(Z;€]T^) (see [5]). 

Theorem 2.1. When 70 < 7 < 12, (2.1), (2.2), and (2.3) has three traveling front 
waves {u*,vf)(z\e\T,~{) with velocity c = c/(e;T,7) for 0 < r < rc(7), and one for 
T > rc(7)- On £/ie otf/ier /mnd; when 7 > 72, i^ has only one for any r, where 
(uf,vf)(z;e;T,'y) and c/(e;r, 7) satisfy 

||^(.;£;T,7)-4(-;e;T,7)||xi  (R) + ||^/(-;^;r,7)-^o(*^;T,7)IUi  (R) —^0 
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and 

c/(e;r,7) —>C/(T,7) 

as e —> 0. 

As for the stability property of these traveling front waves, it is shown in [7] that 
the upper and lower branches are stable and the middle one is unstable (see Figure 
5). More precisely, the sign of the left-hand side of (2.20) corresponds one-to-one to 
the stability property of a traveling front wave. Namely, this is equivalent to the sign 
of the real part of the principal eigenvalue of the linearized eigenvalue problem. 

2.4. Singular limit problems for traveling front and back waves. We pre- 
sented a method to construct traveling wave solutions with the aid of outer and inner 
solutions, that is, a usual singular perturbation method as in [5]. Now, let us review 
our method. What are the simplest limiting equations of (2.1), (2.2), and (2.3) that 
hold important information about the existence and the stability property of an exact 
solution? Formally, putting e = 0 in (2.1), we obtained the problems (2.7), which 
describe the outer solutions. However, these are not sufficient for our purpose. Then, 
we had to consider the other problems (2.11), which describe the inner solutions. If we 
impose the relation /? = /3/(c; r) in advance, the inner solutions Wj^fc c, /?; r) of (2.11) 
are matched at £ = 0 in the C1 -sense automatically. Thus, combining the relation 
ft = /3J(C;T) with (2.7), we can obtain the following limiting equations: 

(V±)« - ciV*), + ff(MO, V±; 7) = 0       z € R±, 

^(±00) = v±(j),        1^(0) = /3/(c; r). (2.21) 

By Lemma 2.1, we can find solutions y^l:(,z;c;T,7) of (2.21). Furthermore, we impose 
the relation 

(Vpz{0;c;T,<r) = (V?)x(0;c;T,<y), (2.22) 

which is equivalent to the condition /3/(c; r) = /?o(c; 7)- From (2.22), we can determine 
the relation c = c/(r,7), which is the same velocity as determined in §2.3. (2.21) and 
(2.22) are the simplest limiting problem to (2.1), (2.2), and (2.3), because if we get 
solutions VfZ(z;cf(Ti'y);T,'y) satisfying (2.21) and (2.22), we can find a uniformly 

approximate solution (ul,vl)(z;e;T,j) of (2.1), (2.2), and (2.3) as follows: 

ttjJ(*;e;T,7) 

= fft-(V}"(z;c/(r,7);r,7)) + Wro"(V^c/(r,7),/'/(c/(r,7),r);r)    z G R-, 
\/i+(y+(^;c/(r,7);r,7)) + ^oJ"(^;c/(r,7)^/(c/(r,7),r);r)    z G R+, 

and 

// x      fvr(z;cf(T,'y);T,'y)    z G R_, 

[V^(z]Cf(T^);T^)   2GR+. 

Then we call (2.21) and (2.22) a singular limit problem for traveling front waves and 
call (UQ,VQ)(Z;€;T^) (Z G R) and c/(r,7) a singular limit traveling front wave and a 
singular limit velocity, respectively. We write a singular limit traveling front wave as 
P —► Q symbolically. 
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An important condition to get an exact solution from a uniformly approximate 
solution, say (2.20), is 

iiVfU^m)-IWMm) _(rM * o (2.23) 
C=C/(T,7) 

for the singular limit problem (2.21) and (2.22). Furthermore, noting the following 
relation between the left-hand sides of (2.20) and (2.23): 

^(V7)2(0;C;T,7) - £(^+),(0;c;r,7) = ^*o(c,/3j(c;r);7) 

= ^*o(c>j8/(c;r);7) + ^*o(c,^(c;r);7) • #(C;T) 

= A*0(C> ^(c; r); 7) • {^/(c; r) - ^(c; 7)} , (2.24) 
op 

where ^*o(c,i3j(c;r);7) > 0, we find that the sign of the left-hand side of (2.23) 
determines the stability property of an exact solution. 

Similarly, we can consider a singular limit problem of traveling back waves: 

{V*)zz - c^), +g(h±{V±),V±;1) = 0       z e R±, 

l^Cioo) = ^(7),    ^(0) = A(-c;r), (2.25) 

and 

(F-),(0;c;r,7) = (^+).(0;c;r,7). (2.26) 

Let Vf(;z;c;T,7) (z G R±) be solutions of (2.25), (2.26) and W^\C,0]T) (f e R±) 
be solutions of (2.11). Put 

4(2;e;T,7) 

= f/i_(Vfe-(z;c6(r,7);T,7)) + W0-(-^;cfe(r,7),/3/(c6(r,7)5r);r)    zeR-, 

~ i/i+(Ffc
+(z;c6(r,7);T,7)) + T^0

+(-2;/£;c6(r,7),/3j(c6(r,7),r);r)    z e R+, ' 

and 

i;g(2:;£:;r,7) = 6/_ ^_JV6 («;c6(r,7);r,7)    * € R-, 
V^C^Cft^^Jjr^)    z € R+, 

where V^^cjr^) = V^C-z; -c;r,7) and c6(r,7) = -c/(r,7). Then, (i&vg) 
(z;e;r,7) will be a uniformly approximate solution of (2.1), (2.2)', and (2.3), where 

(T*,T;)(-OO) = Q = (u+(7),t;+(7)),    (u,v)(+oo) = P = (u-(7),v^)).       (2.2,) 

We call a solution (wg, t;g)(z; e; r, 7) (2; € R) and cb(r, 7) a singular limit traveling back 
wave and a singular limit velocity, respectively. Similarly, we write a singular limit 
traveling back wave as Q —> P symbolically. 

Finally, regarding 7 as a bifurcation parameter, we give the bifurcation diagrams for 
singular limit front waves P -» Q, c = c/(r,7), and back waves Q -> P, c = C&(T,7), 

in Figure 6 for any fixed r. These pictures play an essential part in the next section. 
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(a) (b) 

FIGURE 6. Singular limit velocity curves c versus 7 for different values 
of r: (a) 0 < r < TC(7I), (b) r = rc(7i), (c) r > TC(JI). 

3.  Singular pulse waves bifurcating from front and back waves 

We will show a local bifurcation structure of traveling pulse waves in the (c, 7)- 
parameter space near the intersection points of the two curves of parameters cor- 
responding to the singular limit traveling front and back waves. At the points Pi 
(i = 1,2,3,4,5) in Figure 6, traveling front waves P —► Q and back waves Q —> P 
with the same velocities coexist. This situation suggests that traveling pulse-like waves 
connecting P at z = — 00 with P at z = 00 exist, with infinitely long excited regions. 
This suggests the possibility of the existence of traveling pulse waves, with arbitrarily 
long (but finite) excited regions in some neighborhood of 71 (see Figure 7). 

Our purpose is to construct a traveling pulse wave of the problem 

e2uzz 6cruz + f(u,v) 

- cvz + g(u, v; 7) 
z GR, 

with boundary conditions 

(u,v)(±oo) = P = (tt_(7),i;_(7)) 

(3.1) 

(3.2) 

or 

(u,v)(±oo) = Q = (w+(7),t;+(7)) (3.3) 
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Pi ;1  - 

■—-- -/-/ 0 m \wx 

(c) (d) 

FIGURE 7. Shapes of front, back, P-pulse and Q-pulse waves: (a) 
front wave, (b) back wave, (c) front + back wave (P-pulse wave), (d) 
back + front wave (Q-pulse wave). 

for 7 close to 71 with the aid of traveling front and back waves. We call a solution 
satisfying (3.1), (3.2) or (3.1), (3.3) a P-pulse wave or a Q-pulse wave, and write it 
symbolically as P -» P or Q —> Q, respectively. We restrict our attention to the case 
where we find a P-pulse wave of the problem (3.1), (3.2) for (0,7) in a neighborhood 
of Pi. We comment on other cases later. We suppose that this solution has two sharp 
transition layers at z = — £ and z = m (see Figure 7(c)). Normalize (tx, v)(z; e; r,7) to 
satisfy 

^(0;e;r,7) = 0, (3.4) 

and define v, I, m, /3i, and #2 such that 

u(0] £] r, 7) = i/,     u(-£; £] r, 7) = a,     u(m\ e\ r, 7) = a, 

v(-k, 5; r, 7) = /3i,    v(m\ £\ r, 7) = fc, 

where a is arbitrarily fixed in the interval (tx_(7),^+(7)). Then, we can separate the 
whole line R into four subintervals and consider the following problems: 

e2uzz - ecTuz + f(u, v) = 0  1 

Vzz -cvz+gfavn) = 0  J 

w(—00) = ^-(7),    u(—£) = a, 

T;(-OO) = 17.(7),    v{-£) = A, (3.5a) 
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e2uzz - ecruz + f(u, v) = 0 uzz - ecruz + f(u, v) = 0 ) ^ 

Vzz - cvz + ^(^j v; 7) = 0  J 

tt(—^) = a,    'u(O) = i/, 

t;(-£) = iSi,    t;,(0) = 0, (3.5b) 

z G (0,m), 
^2w2Z - ecTuz + /(w, v) = 0 1 

^« - CMZ + ^(u, v; 7) = 0  / 

'u(O) = z/,    ^(m) = a, 

^(0) = 0,    t;(m) = /%, (3.5c) 

e2ttZ2 - ecra* + /(u, t;) = 0 ■mt;) = 0 1 
z G (m, 00), 

^(m) = a,    14(00) = ^-(7), 

t;(m) = A,-   t;(oo) = t;.(7)> (3.5d) 

respectively. The standard classical singular perturbation process is as follows: first, 
solve (3.5a)-(3.5d) independently and examine the dependency of the parameters c, 
1/, ^, m, /3i, ^2 on each solution. Second, match the solutions smoothly at the points 
z = —I, z — 0 and z — m and then determine the parameters c, 1/, £, m, /3i, fa as 
functions of e, r, and 7. But in this section, we do not follow this process. Instead, we 
consider a singular limit problem (3.1), (3.2). Formally, putting e = 0 in (3.5a)-(3.5d), 
we have 

(V^)zz - c(yW)z + g(h-(VW), yW;7) = 0       z G (-00, -I), 

vW(-oo) = v-if),    V^(-e) = fa, (3.6a) 

(v(2))22 - c(y(2))2 + ff(/i+(y(2)), V<2>;7) = 0      z e (-A 0), 

W2)M) = /31,    (y(2)),(0) = 0, (3.6b) 

(V(3>)zz - c(V^)z + 9(h+(VW), V^n) = 0       2 € (0, m), 

(03>)2(O) = O,    y(3)(m) = /32, (3.6c) 

(VW)ZZ -c(V^)z +g(h_(V^),V^n) = 0       z € (m.oo), 

04>(m) = /32,    y(4>(oo) = w_(7), (3.6d) 

respectively. The component u of a solution satisfying (3.1), (3.2) has two internal 
transition layers at z = — I and m (see Figure 7(c)). Then introducing the stretched 
variable £ = {z + t)le in a neighborhood of z = -£ and putting e = 0, (3.5a) and 
(3.5b) become 

(Wfhs - CT(W±)S + /(MA) + w?,ih) = o     £ e R±, 
W±(0) = a-h±(/31), 

W?(±oo) = 0. (3.7) 
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Similarly, by using £ = (z — m)/e in a neighborhood of z — m, (3.6c) and (3.6d) 
become 

(wfrtf - CT(W±)Z + /(MA) + wf, A) = o,      € e R±, 
w^(0) = a - M&), 
^(±00) = 0. (3.8) 

In order to obtain smooth solutions on R of the problems (3.7), (3.8), we must impose 
the conditions 

PI = PI(C;T),       02 = /J/(-C;T), (3-9) 

respectively (see Lemma 2.4 and Remark 2.2). Therefore, substituting (3.9) into 
(3.6a)-(3.6d), we have the singular limit problem of (3.1), (3.2): 

(V^)zz - ciV^+gih-iV^V^n) = 0       z e (-oo,-*), 

^
1
)(-OO) = T;_(7),    V<1)(-0 = i8/(c;T), (3.10a) 

(^)„ - c(yW)x +g(h+(vW), V^n) = 0       2 6 (-^,0), 

V^(-e) = pI(c;T),    (V^U0) = 0, (3.10b) 

(V<3))„ - c(V^)z+g(h+(V^),V^-n) = 0       ze (0,m), 

(03)),(O) = 0,    V^M^iSK-^r), (3.10c) 

(V<4>)„ - c(y(4))z +5(/1_(04)),y(4);7) = 0       « € (m,oo), 

y(4)(m) = /3/(-C;T),    K
(4)

(OO) = ^(7), (3.10d) 

(y(i))z(-*) = (y(2))2(-*), 

(F(2))(0) = (V^m, 

(V^)z(m) = (yW)x(m). (3.11) 

We want to apply phase-plane methods to find solutions of the problems (3.10a)- 
(3.10d), (3.11). To do so, we rewrite them as the following equivalent first-order 
systems: 

«e (-00,-0, 
);7) / (YW)z=cYW-g(h-(vW),vW; 

V(1)(-oo) = t;_(7),    y(1»(-oo) = 0, 

V^(-e) = 0I(c;T), (3.12a) 

(v^)z - y(2) \ 

(YW)z = cYW-9(h+(vW),VW;y) I       * G ^^ 

v(2)(-0 = frteT),  ^^(-o = y(1)(-^, 
(F(2))2(0) = 0, (3.12b) 
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\       ze(0,m), 
(YW)z = cYW-g(h+(vW),vW 

V^(m) = fai-c; r),    Y^(m) = Y^(m), 
(V^UO) = 0, (3.12c) 

and 

(y(4))z = r(4) 

(y<4>)z = cy(4>-5(M^(4))^(4);7) 

VW(0) = V(3)(0). 

z € (m, oo), 

(3.12d) 

(3.13) 

If each problem (3.12a)-(3.12d) has a solution, we write it as (Vpfac^r,7), Yp 
(z;c]T,7)) (i = 1,2,3,4).    -£(m) is determined as a function of c, r, and 7, say, 
£p(c; r, 7) (mp(c; r, 7)), by the time taken to traverse r2 (Fa) from the point A (C) to 
B (D) (see Figure 9, (b) and (c)). 

P->Q 

FIGURE 8. Coexistence of front and back waves. 

First, we fix 7 arbitrarily satisfying 7 < 71 and define 0/(7), 0,(7) as in Figure 8. 
('i;_(7),0) and (v+(<y),0) are critical points of (3.12a), (3.12d) and (3.12b), (3.12c), 
respectively. Using the theory of ordinary differential equations, we find that for 
c = ^(7), there exist unique trajectories 

Tt = (VW(«;C6(7);T,7),1;
(0
(«;C5(7);T,7)) 

satisfying (3.12a)-(3.12d) (see Figure 9(a)). The trajectory Fi emanates from the sad- 
dle point O = (?;_ (7), 0) and reaches A. The two relations /?/(<?/(7); r) = ^0(^/(7); 7) 
and ft (cf (7) \T)<(3'0 (C/ (7); 7) imply that 

0 = v.(7) < /3/(c6(7);r) < Po{cb(i)\i) < v+{i) 

because of the relation 0/(7) < 05(7). By virtue of this, r2 starts out at A and reaches 
B. £ is determined by the time ^9(0,(7); r,7). On the other hand, Fa emanates from 
the saddle point (v+(7),0) and reaches D.  Because /?/(—0,(7);r) = Po(—0,(7);7), 
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r4 starts out at D and reaches the point O. In this case, we must take m as 
^P(C6(7);T,7) = oo. Let us choose c = cb(j) (< 0,(7)) close to cb(y). By using 
the continuous dependence of the trajectories on c and the relation /3/(-C6(7);T) < 
/?0(-c&(7); 7), we know that the trajectories in Figure 9(a) are slightly perturbed and 
changed into the ones in Figure 9(b). For this c, m is defined by the time 771^(0,(7); r, 7) 
and remains finite. Here, define 

L(c; r, 7) = V& (0; c; r, 7) - V^ (0; c; r, 7). (3.14) 

We see that L is a continuous function of c and satisfies £(0,(7); r, 7) < 0. L can be 
regarded as the distance with a sign from the singular stable manifold to the singular 
unstable manifold with respect to O = (^-(7), 0) of the systems (3.12a)-(3.12d), which 
is closely related to a Melnikov function in [2] or a separation in [6]. 

Y 
1 \ 

>K 
/ ̂ MV\ 

\ / M^hj  B\C\ /, 
0/ \M-4 (YU)     $0Ccbki)\i)}// \>Ai) 

D 

-i(V);Y) TjS/ \ 

^   F 

(c) (d) 

FIGURE 9. Trajectories of the singular limit problem for 7 < 71: (a) 
c = 0,(7), (b) c = ch(i) < cb(y), (c) c = 0/(7) > 0/(7), (d) c = 
c*(r,7). 

Next, we fix c - 0/(7) (> 0/(7)) close to 0/(7). Similar to the above analysis, 
there exist unique trajectories F* satisfying (3.12a)-(3.12d), as depicted in Figure 9(c). 
This implies that L(c/(7); r, 7) > 0. Then, by the mean value theorem, we know that 
there exists c+(r,7) (0/(7) < c+(r,7) < 05(7)) satisfying L(c+(r,7);r,7) = 0 (that 
is, B = C), which indicates that we can get the solution trajectories F; satisfying 
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(3.12a)-(3.12d) and (3.13). Here ^(r,7) and m+(r,7) are the time ^p(c+(r,7);r,7) 
and mp(c^"(r, 7); r, 7), respectively (see Figure 9(d)). We obtain the following theorem: 

Theorem 3.1. For any 7 < 71 in a neighborhood of Pi, there exist parameters 
C+(T,7) in the interval (c/ (7), 0,(7)), ^ (r, 7), and m+(T,j) such that the singular 
limit problem (3.10a)-(3,10d); (3.11) has a solution 

Vp
(1)(*;c+(T,7);r,7) z € (-00, -J+(T,7)), 

^(2)(^;c+(r,7);r,7) « € (-^(r,7),0), 

Fp
(3)(^;c+(r,7);r,7) ^ G (0,m+(r,7)), 

yp(4)(2:;c+(r,7);r,7) z G (m+(r,7),oo). 

C
P (r)7) Z5 a singular limit velocity of a P-pulse wave and lim7|7l ^J" (T,7) = 00 = 

lim7t7lm+(r,7). 

On the other hand, for any 7 > 71, we cannot find solution trajectories Ti satisfying 
(3.12a)-(3.12d) and (3.13) because for any c in the interval (c6(7),c/(7)), trajectories 
emanating from the point O = ('y_(7),0) can never return to the same point (see 
Figure 10). 

V+{z]T,'y)=< 

FIGURE 10. Trajectories of the singular limit problem for 7 > 71. 

For the singular limit problem of a Q-pulse wave: 

(V^U - c{VW)z + g(h+(VV>), VW',i) =0       z € (-00, -(), 

V(1)(-oo) = t;+(7),    F(
1
)(-^)=^(-C;T), (3.15a) 

{V^)zz - ciV^+gih-iV^VW-n) = 0       z e (-t,0), 

(V^UO) = 0, (3.15b) 

(VW)ZZ - c(VW)z+g(h„(VW),VW;i) = 0       ze (0,711), 

(F<3>MO) = 0, 

VW(m) = I3I(C;T),    (V^)2(m) = (V^)z(m), (3.15c) 
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(V^)zz - c(VW)z+g(h+(V(%vWn) = 0       z e (m.oo), 

VW(m) = friar),    vW(oo)=v+(1), (3.15d) 

and 

(y(2))(0) = (y(3))(0), (3.16) 

let Vg^(z;c;r,7) be solutions of (3.15a)-(3*15d). £(m) is determined as a function of 
c, r, and 7, say ^(c;r,7) (mg(c;r,7)), satisfying (3.15b) ((3.15c)). We can show the 
following results by using a method similar to the above: 

Theorem 3.2. For any 7 > 71 in a neighborhood of Pi, there exists a parameter 
cj(r,7) in the interval (^(7), 0/(7)) such that the singular limit problem (3.15a)- 
(3.15d), (3.16) has a solution 

Vg
(1)(2;c+(r,7);r,7)        z G (-00, -*+(T,7)), 

^(2)(^;c+(r,7);r,7)        z € (^(r^O), V+(z;T,'y)={ 
V^tec+ir,7)5^7)        *€ (0,m+(T,7)), 
li/g(4) (^; 4 (r5 7); f > 7)        2; G (m+ (r, 7), 00), 

where £+(r,7) = ^(c+(r,7);r,7) and m+(r,7) = mg(c+(r,7);r,7). c+(r,7) is a 
singular limit velocity of a Q-pulse wave and lim7|7l ^(r, 7) = 00 = lim7j,7l r72+(r, 7). 

If we get a singular limit P-pulse (Q-pulse) wave V^+(z;r, 7) (^(zjr^)) with a 
velocity c+(r,7) (C+(T,7)), then V^,"(—2;T,7) (V^

+
(-Z;T,7)) is a singular limit P- 

pulse (Q-pulse) wave with a velocity —Cp(r,7) (—cg(T, 7)). Then, in a neighborhood 
of the point P3, we have 

Corollary 3.1. For any 7 < 71 (7 > 71) in a neighborhood- of P3, there exists 
a singular limit P-pulse (Q-pulse) wave V~(Z]T,J) = V^+(—Z;T,7) (V^""(2:;r,7) = 
Vr

g
+(—2;; r, 7)) mife a singular limit velocity c~(r, 7) = —c+(r, 7) (c~(r, 7) =—cj(r, 7)). 

Also, in neighborhoods of P2, P4, or P5, results similar to the case of Pi or P3 hold. 

Theorem 3.3. For any 7 < 71 (7 > 71) in a neighborhood of Pi (i = 2,4,5), there 
exists a singular limit P-pulse (Q-pulse) wave Vp(z')T) 7) (Vg(z;T^)) with a singular 
limit velocity Cp(r,7) (Cg(r,7)). 

The above analysis of the singular limit problem of P-pulse or Q-pulse waves shows 
that in a neighborhood of each point Pi (i = 1,2,3,4,5), there exists a singular limit 
P-pulse wave for 7 < 71 and a singular limit Q-pulse wave for 7 > 71. To prove the 
existence of an exact P-pulse or Q-pulse wave solutions of the original problems (3.1), 
(3.2) or (3.1), (3.3), as we have seen in §2, we must show the transversality condition 

^L(C;r,7)^0 (3.17) 

at each singular limit velocity c (see [4]). Of course, at the point P4, standing front 
and back waves with zero velocity coexist. But both waves do not satisfy the transver- 
sality condition (see Figure 5(b)). So in a neighborhood of P4, we cannot show the 
transversality condition for P-pulse or Q-pulse waves with the aid of these standing 
front and back waves (see §4). In order to overcome these difficulties, a more care- 
ful and delicate analysis will be required. At other points, say, Pi, P2, P3, and P5, 
we can show the transversality condition* For the proof of the existence of an exact 
pulse wave, it suffices to show the transversality condition (3.17). But for the stability 
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property, it is important to know the sign of the left-hand side of (3.17), which cor- 
responds to the crossing behavior of the stable and unstable manifolds with respect 
to the equilibrium points for the singular limit problem. We will state this in the 
next section. Therefore, we conclude with the following results for local bifurcation 
diagrams of traveling P-pulse or Q-pulse waves in the (c, 7)-parameter space near the 
points Pi, P25 -P3 and P5 (see Figure 11). 

Theorem 3.4. (1) In a neighborhood of Pi (P3), a singular limit velocity c = c+(r, 7) 
> 0 (c = Cp (T, 7) < 0) (7 < 71) of a P-pulse wave bifurcates tangentially from the 
curve P —> Q (Q —» P) at 7 = 71 and a singular limit velocity c = C+(T, 7) > 0 
(c = C~(T, 7) < 0) (7 > 71) of a Q-pulse wave bifurcates tangentially from the curve 
Q^P(P^Q) at>y = <n. 

(2) In a neighborhood 0/P2 or P5, a singular limit velocity c = Cp(r,7) (7 < 71) 
of a P-pulse wave bifurcates from the curve P —> Q and Q —► P at 7 = 71, which 
satisfies -jf-c^ir, 71) = 0 and a singular limit velocity c = c^(r,7) (7 > 71) of a Q- 
pulse wave bifurcates from the curve P —> Q and Q —» P at 7 = 71, which satisfies 
^(r,7i) = 0. 

p->e 

e->p 

(a) (b) 

FIGURE 11. Bifurcation of pulse waves from front and back waves: 
(a) 0 < r < rc(7i), (b) r > rc(7i). 

For the proof, we must show the transversality condition (3.17) and compute the 
value of ^-c(r,7i) of each singular limit velosity c(r,7), which will be done in the 
next section. 

We note that this theorem is obtained in [6] by using homoclinic bifurcation theory. 
We already know the existence of standing P-pulse waves for 7 < 71 and Q-pulse waves 
for 7 > 71. Indeed, these are equal to c = Cp(r,7) (7 < 71) and c = c^(r,7) (7 > 71) 
in a neighborhood of P2 or P5 of the (c, 7)-parameter space. 

Remark 3.1. In a neighborhood of P2 or P5, Cp(r,7) = 0 for 7 < 71 and C°(T,7) = 0 
for 7 > 71. 

4.  Crossing behavior for singular limit solutions 

In this section, we restrict ourselves to the case 7 < 71.   The case 7 > 71 can be 
treated similarly.  We use the notation c* (= c*(r,7)) in place of c+(r,7), c~(r,7) 
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or Cp(r,7) for simplicity, t and m* are the values determined by the singular limit 
problem of a P-pulse wave with c = c*. We establish the crossing behavior of the stable 
and unstable manifolds corresponding to each singular limit solution, which plays an 
essential role in proving the existence of an exact solution and its stability property 
[4]. Furthermore, we compute the slope of the bifurcated singular limit velocities of 
singular limit pulse waves at 7 = 71 (see Theorem 3.4). For this purpose, we have to 
examine the dependence of the parameters c, £, m, and 7 on a singular limit pulse 
wave. First, let us consider the problems: 

(v{x\z - c{v^)z + <7(M^(1))>^(1);7) = 0     z € (-oo,-€), 

y(i)(-oo) = t;_(7)>    y
(1)M) = /?/(c;r), (4.1a) 

(^2))2Z - c(y<2>)2 +0(M^(2)),^2>;7) =0       z € (-*,0), 

y(2)(_^)=/3/(c;r))    (y(2))2(0) = 0, (4.1b) 

{V{Z\Z - c{V^)z + <7(My<3>), V^) = 0       * S (0,m), 

(F<3>)z(0) = 0,    y(3)(m)=/3/(-c;r), (4.1c) 

(VW)zz - c{V^)z +5(MV(4)),^(4);7) = 0       * S (m,oo), 

V^im) = /9/(-C;T),    y(4)(oo) = ^+(7)- (4.1d) 

It is easy to find solutions of (4.1a)-(4.1d) by using the phase plane analysis. Then, 
we write the solutions of (4.1a)-(4.1d) as V(1)(;z;c,47), F(2)(^;c,47), F(3)(^;c,m,;7) 
and V^iz; c, m; 7), respectively. Here we do not write the dependence of r explicitly 
because it is not so important for our analysis in this section. For these solutions, we 
have the next lemma. 

Lemma 4.1. For any (c, £, TO, 7) in some neighborhood of (c*, £*, m*, 71), we have the 
following relations: 

dc [v   M 1,0,1,1)-     (V(i))a(_^     +J_oo        (v^U-i)       '    {   ' 

§i(vwu-e;c,e;'r) = (yw)zt(-e), (4.3) 

dj 
(VW)t(-t;c,e;>r)= f    e-^+^(V^)z(z)V^(z)dz/(V^)z(-e), (4.4) 

J — CO 

(4.5) 
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d 

-JM—Uvm) ( £)    (^
(2))-(0)       e"^    } 

-i^fei£e"CMi^c'^)(F(2)^^}' (4-6) 

liiWU-Mi) = (vou-i) - ^A ■ ^^y (4.8) 

A^>(0;c/;7) = -:_L_^e-^1(z;c,/;7)V(»)(z)<fa, (4.9) 

+ ^ e-cM2(z; c,m;7)(F(3)),(z)^|, (4.11) 

^(03))2(m;c,m;7) = 

- Iirare""'42(2;':''";7)(1'<s,)'(2)''2} ■     (4'12) 

A(V»),(m;e,m;7) . -(V«W») - ^SL • p^. (4.14) 

1 Z*771 

^3)(0;C,m;7) = 177fr——r /    e-"A2(z;c,m;1)V^(z)dz, (4.15) 
A2(0;c,m;7) J0 
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r\ cm (   pm 

^Um^mn) = ^^ {j[   .-(V<«).WV«Wd, 

(^(3))-(0) 
+ A, 

?* )zzi0\ re-"A2(z;c,m-n)V^(z)dz\, (4.16) 

i.(V<«>) (m-c m-7) = _^(-c)(^4))»M 

_    /•«» e-o(^-m)((y(4))2(g))2dz 

L (V(4)),(m) ' ^10 

^(V(4>Mm; c, m; 7) = -(^(4))z*(m), (4-18) 

AfvW) (ro.c m.7) = - f e-^-\V^Uz)V^z)dZ 

where 

Aifrctn) = (vW)z(z) JZSy((vW)y(y))-2dy, 

A2(z;c,m;'r) = (VM)z(z)J^   ecy((V^Uy))-2dy, 

and A'1 = j^Ai, A'2 = £A2. Moreover, we used the relation g(u,t;;7) = u — jv. 

The proof will be given in the Appendix. 
Put 

P(c,£n) = (vwu-i;c,tn) - (v^U-e;c,e-n), 
Q(c^,m;7) = (V^)(0; c,in) - (W3>)(0;c,m;7), 

ii(C,m;7) = (F(3))2(m;c,m;7)-(yW)2(m;c,m;7). (4.20) 

Prom the relations (4.3), (4.8), (4.14), and (4.18), it follows that 

§lP(c,e;y) = -(v{1))zz(-e;c,e-n) + ^}(vWu-£;c,in) 

+ (V<2>)„(-/;c,t;7) - §-e(V
(2)U-£;c,t;7) 

(^(2))^(0) e-rf        r n 
"4i(0;c,47)'(f<2>).(-*p  ' 

—ii(c,m;7) = (y(3))^(m;c,m;7) + ^(V(3))2(m;c,m;7) 

- (^(4)),z(m;c,m;7) - ^(V<4>),(m;c,m;7) 

(^3))2Z(0) e-        <0 

4(0; c,m; 7)    O^Mm) 
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Then I = l{c\ 7) and m = m(c; 7) are uniquely determined such that P(c, £(c] 7); 7) = 
0 and iJ(c,m(c;7);7) = 0, respectively. Furthermore, by Lemma 4.1, we find that 

e=e(c;t) 

*;1) = -^PM^ d£J 

d 

_9 
97 

d     (      \ WcR^m'^) 

^i(cn) 

Tn=Tn(c;7) 

7n=Tn(c;7) 

where 

d 
"P(cfrT)-fl(C)f

(y(1))"(~0   -   (V(2))-(-^ -0/ 
' /-r rri w—7 ^ 1  

(^(2)M0) e" 

(^(2))z(_£) 

+ ^77^ 
(c) 

i4i(0;c^;7)    (V^U-i) l(^2)),(-^ 

j\-"A1(z;c,£n)(V^)z(z)dzY 

d_p(   ,   >      /_"4e-c('+<)(y(1))z(^)^1H-g)^     ^e-^^)(y(2))z(^)7(2)(^)^ 

A'^cjn)  (7(2)) We~)Le~CiZ+e)Al{z'c'e'' l)v(2)Mdz> 
d_ 
dc iKcm.T) - -fc(-c) ( (F(3))z(m) " (y(4))z(m) } 

+ T7 
(^(3)),z(0) 

*(m)\  (y(3 
(-c) 

^(0;c,m;7) ' (K(»))z(m) \    (y(3)),(m) 

- j™ e-"A2{z] c,m;^{V^)z{z)dz\ , 

d p/ ,_/0
me-^-™>(y(3>M*)T/(3>(z)dz , Ce-^-^cyw^^yw^cfa 

^7   l'    ,V~ (V^Um) (V^Um) 
(^(3)),z(0) 1 f171 

__ ^     e-c{,-m)A2iz. C) m. l)V(3){z)dz. 
^(0;c,m;7)    (FW), 

Finally, let us define c = 0(7) satisfying 

<2(c^(c;7),ro(c;7);7) = 0. (4.21) 
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Note that the left-hand side of (4.21) is equal to I/(c;7) defined in (3.14). We know 
that 0(7) = c*. Our purpose is to evaluate 

dc   [C '7j      Oc      dc' d£      dc 'dm c=c* ,£=£* ,m=m* 
(4.22) 

and 

dj 
c*(7) 

dyQ + fl7l • deQ + a7yn - amQ 
(4.23) 

c=c* ,/?=^* ,7n=m* 

Components of the above expressions are evaluated from Lemma 4.1 as follows: 

j9 

fl;Q(c,<,m;7) = -77 -Q(c,£,m;^) 
A'^clnY        dm^K ' '    "/        ^(0;c,m;7)' 

-777^ T/    e-czA2{z;c,m;1)V^\z)dz. 
A'2(0;c,m;i) J0 

Thus, we have 

dc   {C n)~ dc+ dc' de + dc ' dm 
c=c* ,£=£* ,m=m* 

+ \ /-_«(: 
^^(0;c*,m*;7)\    (y(3)); 

y»(a)(-^)     L,, »x r(^1))^(-^) _ (^2))„(-^) 
y2

(
z

2)(0)e-^* rlK   ^{V^U-t)       {VW)z{-t) 

/_!* e-°W>{{VV>U*))2dz     f-t* e-c'W\{VV))z{z))Hz 
+ "-00' ,„,„"; j^-"" +J-'* 

(F(i)),(-^) (F(2))Z(-^) 

v;(3)(-m*) -/yr-r^ f(^(3))^("**) _ (y(4)um*n 
.  PA      ;l(F(3)),(m*)       (^4)),(m*)/ 

^•e-e-(«-"',)((y(3)),(2;))2dz     /~e-e-(»-"',)((yW)t(z))a
<fe 

(Vr(3))2(m*) (^4))z(m*) 
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g|ftl 

+ 

G[0i 
-/3/(o} 

\-M-c) om ■/• 

where G[ft] = {fl(fc+G8i),A;7) -fl(Mft).ft;7)} > 0 (z = 1,2). Unfortunately, we 
cannot evaluate the values of ^L(c*; 7) and 3^0(7) for arbitrary 7 for which traveling 
front and back waves coexist. But we can do that in a small neighborhood of 71 with 
the aid of the properties of traveling front and back waves. First of all, noting that £* 
and m* tend to infinity as 7 tends to 71, we have the following asymptotic properties: 

(V^)2z(0;c*,tn) = (Vf
+)zz(e;c*;Tn)(l + o(l)) 

= 0(exP(^^^KMr))) 

(^3))zz(0;c*,m*;7) = (n")zz(-m*;c*;r,7) (1 + o(l)> 

= 0(„p(!£±a£!^EM(_m.))), 

as 7 —► 71, and 

V^\z-f',c*,r;i) = Vf-(z;c*;T,j)(l + o(l))    uniformly in (-00,0], 

(VWMz-r;c;rn) = (Vp.tecV,7)(l + o(l))   uniformly in (-00,0], 

y(2)(z-r;C*,r;7) = Vf
+(^;c*;r,7)(l + o(l)) 

uniformly on any compact set in [0, oo), 

(V^Uz - e;c*,t;7) - (Vf
+)z(z;C*;T,7)(1 + o(l)) 

uniformly on any compact set in [0, oo), 

V^(z + m*;c*,m*;1) = Vb-(z;c*;Tn)(l + o(l)) 

uniformly on any compact set in (—oo, 0], 

(VW)z(z + m*;c*, m*; 7) = (Vp'te C*'T> 7)(1 + o(l)) 
uniformly any compact set in (—oo,0], 

V(4)(z + m*; c*,m*; 7) = yfe
+(z; c*; r,7)(1 + o(l))    uniformly in [0,00), 

(F(4)),(z + m*;c*,m*;7) = (Vb+)z(z;c*',T^)(l + o(l))   uniformly in [0,oo), 

as 7 —► 71, where V^^jcjr^) and V^(z\c;r,j) are the functions defined in §2.4 
and J+{v) = gu(h+{v),v]y)hf

+(v) + gv(h+(v),v;^) < 0. Then, when 7 tends to 71, 
using Remark 2.1, we can evaluate the above functions as follows: 
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d_ \_dQ.M   dQ     dm   dQ 
dc   [C ;7) _ dc     dc ' dl      dc ' dm 

G[0: 
c=c* ,£=£* ,m=m* 

{V/)zz(t*)e c £ 

+ -(V-\   f^lwm-K^iT) " /JJ(-^)}   (l + o(l)).    (4.24) 

Here we should note that the first part in (4.24) comes from the transversality condition 
of the front wave and the second comes from that of the back wave. Furthermore, 
noting that 

(Vf UOe""' = 0(exp(-c,-Vc-2;4J^±Mr)) «o)) 

(Vb-)U-m*y™' = 0fa(*-^'T+l^m-)) «0). 

we find that the first (second) part in (4.24) is dominant when c* > 0 (c* < 0). Thus, 
for 7 in a small neighborhood of Pi, P3 or P5, 

<0, 
c=c* ,£=£* ,m=m* 

>0. 

(4.25) 

(4.26) 

dc (c ;7j    dc    dc' ae    dc 'dm 

and for 7 in a small neighborhood of P2, 

dc [c ;7j ~~ dc    dc' de    dc' dm 

Thus we have the following theorem: 

Theorem 4.1. Bifurcated pulse waves at Pi.Ps, and P5 have the crossing behavior 
vjith J^L(c*) < 0 and ones at P2 have the crossing behavior with -§^L(c*) > 0. (See 
Figure 11.) 

Next, let us consider the following quantity: 

C—C* ,£=£* ,771=771* 

dQ     M   dQ     dm   dQ 
#7 + d-y ' dl + 97 ' dm 

c—c*,£=£*,m=m* 

(^ra^{£'e"c'<*+r,(,'<1,)-wy(1,(2)<i2 

+ T   e-c'^+t')(V^)z{z)V(-2\z)dz\ 

,,    1 { r e-c'(*-m'HvW)z(z)VW(z)dz 

+ r e-c'(z-m')iy^)z{z)V^\z)dz\ 
Jm' ) 
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+ J™ e-e'*(Vf
+)z(z)Vf

+(z)dz} 

+ (v-.  (
1 ^ e.m. { T e-c^(y6-)2(z)y6-(z)rfz 

+ ^ e-c#*(V+)z(«)V+(^}] x (l + 0(1))       as 7 - 7i-     (4-27) 

If c* > 0 (c* < 0), the first (second) term of equations (4.24) and (4.27) is dominant. 
Then 

7=7i 

{J-oo e-°i'(Vf-Uz)Vf-(z)dz + /p00 e-4*(V+)z(z)Vf+(z)dz} 

G[/3i}{0'o(4;ii)-^4)} (1 + 0(1)) 

and 

dj Cp{l) 

{/-co e-<Z*(Vb-Uz)Vb-(z)dz + C e-c;*(Vb
+Uz)Vb

+(z)dz} 

Gfo] {^(-cp;71) -P'i(-cp)} (1 + 0(1))' 

On the other hand, note that the curve c = 0/(7) was determined by the relation 

/?i(c)=/?o(c;7). 

Then, substituting c = 0/(7) into this relation and differentiating with respect to 7, 
we have 

07 ^^      #(c)-#,(c;7) 

Remark 2.1 implies that 

Similarly, we have 

4(7) (^7 

^^(7) 

7=7i ^7 c/(7) 

c=c/(7) 

7=71 

97 C6(7) 

Ifc*=0in(4.27), 

dQ      m    dQ     dm   dQ^ 
dj     df    d£      87    dm 

= 0. 
c=c* ,f=i * ,m=»n* ,7=71 

Therefore, we get 

d0 

d-y p ±4h) 
7=71 
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5. Concluding remarks 

In this paper, by analyzing the singular limit problem of the reaction-diffusion system, 
we proved Theorem 3.4 (see Figure 11). That is, in a neighborhood of Pi (i = 1,2,3,5), 
P-pulse waves and Q-pulse waves bifurcate at 7 = 71. A more detailed proof of the 
existence of an exact solution will be given in [4]. There, the transversality condition 
will play the essential role. Also in [4], stability properties of these traveling pulse 
waves are discussed with the aid of Theorem 4.1. Applying singular perturbation 
methods to the linearized eigenvalue problem leads to the algebraic equation G(A; 7) = 
0 relating the eigenvalues A and the parameter 7. Finding roots A satisfying G(A; 7) = 
0 is equivalent to solving the linearized eigenvalue problem. When 7 = 71, a traveling 
pulse wave is separated into a traveling front wave and a traveling back one. Then, 
the distribution of roots satisfying G(A; 71) = 0 depends on the stabilities of the front 
and back waves. That is, for example, if the front and back waves are both stable 
(unstable), G(A;7i) = 0 has double zero roots and double negative (positive) roots A* 
(see Figure 12(a-i), (b-i)). When 7 is slightly perturbed from 7 = 71, how does the 
distribution of the roots satisfying G(A;7i) = 0 change? 

GfaY,) G(X;y) 

Gfoy,) 
(a-i) (a-ii) 

Gfoy) A 

(b-i) (b-ii) 

FIGURE 12. Distribution of eigenvalues: (a) stable front and stable 
back waves: (i) 7 = 71, (ii) 7 ~ 71, (b) unstable front and unstable 
back waves: (i) 7 = 7!, (ii) 7^7!. 

Two nonzero roots still stay in a neighborhood of A*. Moreover, due to translation 
invariance of a traveling pulse wave, we find that G(A; 7) = 0 has one zero root which 
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remains after the perturbation of 7 from 71. Therefore, the most important problem 
is to determine the sign of the eigenvalue which is perturbed from the other zero root 
for the case 7 = 7!. For this problem, we have the relation 

sgn{^G(0;7)}=sgn{-^;7)}, 

where ^L(c*;7) is the crossing behavior given in Theorem 4.1 (see Figure 12). Thus, 
we can show that one traveling pulse wave which bifurcates from the intersecting point 
of a stable front wave and a stable back one is stable, and other types of traveling 
pulse waves are unstable. That is, traveling pulse waves which bifurcate at Pi, P3, 
and P5 are stable, and ones at P2 are unstable. Generally speaking, the stability of a 
traveling pulse wave is determined by the following two items: the first is the stability 
of front and back waves, which become parts of the pulse wave. The other is how to 
connect two parts, which comes from the crossing behavior of the stable and unstable 
manifolds. 

Let us revise Figure 11 to give the diagrams of the relation c versus r. Then we 
obtain Figure 13. 

T       0 

(a) (b) 

FIGURE 13. Singular limit velocity curves c versus r:  (a) traveling 
front and back waves at 7 = 71, (b) traveling pulse waves at 7 ~ 71. 

The label *'s" means stable and "u" means unstable. Finally, we note that the 
dimension of the unstable manifold of the unstable standing pulse wave is equal to 
three. Figure 13(b) suggests that traveling pulse waves bifurcate from standing pulse 
waves at r = rc. But numerical simulations indicate a more complex situation in the 
neighborhood of r = rc. This is a problem to be considered in the future. 

Appendix 

Proof of Lemma 4.1. We only show the relations for the solutions V^^z; 0,^57) 
and V(2)(z;c,^;7) since the other cases can be obtained similarly. Using the variable 
y = z -f £ and putting w(y] c; 7) = V^^y - £; c, £; 7), (4.1a) may be rewritten as 

cvjy + h-(w) -jw = 0       ye (-oo,0) = R_, w. yy 

w(-oo) = v-(7),    w(0) = /3/(c), (A.l) 
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where we used the relationship g(u,v]i) = u - ^v. Differentiating (A.l) with respect 
to c, we find that p = ^ satisfies 

Pyy - cPy + {^-H " 7}p = Wy       y € R-, 
p(-oo)=:0,    p(0) = i8j(c). 

Then p is explicitly represented as 

p(!/;c;7) = ^y-^fa) f ecx(wx(x))-> r  e-«{Wt{t)?dtdx. 

Therefore, differentiating by y and replacing w by V(1), we find that 

^(v^u-tice-n) = f3'Ac)(v^)2Z(-iy(v^u-e) 

+ f^ e-<z+i\(V^)z(z))2dz/(V^)z(-e). 
J —CO 

Similar to the above, we have 

|-(^(1))z(-W;7)= l^ e-c{z+t){V^)z{z)V^{z)dzl{V^U-^ 
OJ J-00 

If we differentiate w(y; c; 7) = F(1)(2/ - I; c, £; 7) with respect to £ and put y = 0, we 
have 

JL{y(i))2M;c,47) = (y(i))Z2(_f). 

Next, we consider the problem (4.1b). p = ^- satisfies the equations 

P„ - cp, + {h'+(VW) -j}p= (V^)z       z € (-1,0), 

p(-*)=#(c),    Pz(0) = 0. (A.2) 

Let us define two functions 

*,      c   ^    /T/(2)^ r      /   ^    (^(2))„(0;c^;7)^i(^;c^;7) 

where Ai(0; 0,^57) = ^(Ojc,^) > 0. We easily see that 

r(        t   \ = fMz;ct-n)Bi{yic,t;i),   -t<z<y 
l*(z,y,c,e,v     ^Bi{z.cjn)My.cj.^   y<z<o 

is the Green's function for the problem 

{e-czpz):t +e-c* {ti+(VM) - 7}? = 0,        z € (-^,0), 
p(-e) = o,  P,(O) = O. 

Using this Green's function, we can find the solution of (A.2) explicitly: 

p(z;c,47) = /3Kc)^^y -/" G(z,y;0,^)6^(VW)y(y)dy. 
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From this formula, the following two relations hold: 

- Jte-
c*A1(z;c,i]'y)(V^Uz)dzy 

±(m,<-*c ti) =   m   UvW) (-1) - (y(a))"(0).   e-ce   } 

-(^b{/-°e"c2((y(2))zw)2rf2 

Similar to the above, we have 

+ ^7 
(F(2))„(0)    Z10   _ 
^(OSC^T) 

J  e-"A1(z;c,e;j)V^(z)dz 

Finally, we consider the dependence of £ on V^(z; c, £; 7). Because £ depends on the 
interval (-^,0), using the variable y = z/£, we rewrite (4.1b) in the following form 
where w(y; c, £; 7) = V^2) (£y; c, £; 7): 

wyy - c£wy + £2 {h+(w) - jw} = 0       ye (-1,0), 
«;(-!) = ^/(c),    wy(0) = 0. 

Then q = ^f satisfies 

Qyy - c£qy + £2 {h'+(w) - 7} q = ctw,, - 2^ {ft+H - 7U;}     y G (-1,0), 

?(-!) = 0,    «y(0) = 0. (A.3) 

Here we rewrite (A.3) using the original independent variable z again. Differentiate 
the relation 

w(y; c, £; 7) = V™ (ty; c> £■ 7) ( = ^(2) (z; C) e. 7)) 

with respect to L We have 

9(y; c,l; 7) = (^(2)),(^; c,£; 7)2/ + -^"(^; c,^; 7). 

Furthermore, we make use of the relations 

Qyir, c,£; 7) = (V^)zz(ey; c,t, l)£y + {Vi2)U£y; c,t; 7) + ^(^(2))2(^; c, £; 7)/, 

^y(2/;c^;7) = (^{2))««(^; c,^; 7)^1/+ 2(02))„(^; 0,^7)^ 

+ ^(^(2))«(^;c^;7K2. 
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Let p = d^   . (A.3) may be rewritten as 

Pzz - cpz + {h'+(VW) - 7} P = 0       z € M, 0), 

P(-0 = (^(2))«(-0,  P«(O) = O. 
Then, we see 

from which we have 

V(2)(0;c^;7) 1 
df     ^"""     Al{0;c,l>n)' 

Thus the proof of Lemma 4.1 is completed. 
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